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Abstract
by Prateek Sibal
School of Public Affairs
Sciences Po Paris

Freedom of the press is inextricably linked to the economics of news media business. Many media organizations rely on advertisements as their main source of
revenue, making them vulnerable to interference from advertisers. In India, the
Government is a major advertiser in newspapers. Interviews with journalists suggest that governments in India actively interfere in working of the press, through
both economic blackmail and misuse of regulation. However, it is difficult to gauge
the media bias that results due to government pressure. This paper determines
a newspaper’s bias based on the change in advertising spend share per newspaper before and after 2014 general election. The annual fluctuations in advertising
spend share per newspaper is used to uncover the modus operandi of media capture by the government. Further findings include, first, a significant increase in
advertising spend in the year before the 2014 national election. Second, there is
a significant year-on-year fluctuation in advertisement spends for several newspapers. This could point to the use of advertisement spending as a tool to garner
favourable news coverage. Third, the trends in advertising in the Urdu press differ
from those of other languages, suggesting an attempt to scuttle the voice of the
Urdu language press by the current government.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1787, Edmund Burke is reported to have said, “there are three estates in Parliament; but, in the reporters’ gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more
important far than they all” (Carlyle, 1841).
Today, if the press was to be the fourth estate we would be witnessing a constituitional crises. The subversion of the press by other estates is complete. A mix of
legal abuse, ill-concieved regulation, corporatisation and falling ethical standards
pose a challenge to journalism in India.
News media has played an important role in political accountability in India. In
the late 2000s, press in India actively covered campaigns for justice in the Jessica
Lal and the Priyadarshini Mattoo case. The anti-corruption movement in the
aftermath of the 2010 Commonwealth Games and the ensuing birth of a political
party were an inflection point for the press in India. Journalists fired up the
public sphere with relentless coverage and follow-ups. Court proceedings were
closely tracked and ministers were asked tough questions. Media’s role in guiding
the public discourse was laudable. The outrage after Nirbhaya rape soon turned
into a movement that demanded speedy justice and stricter laws for crimes against
women. Subsequently, the law was amended.
Media’s activism was palapable across the board. Whether it was pointed editorials or probing television news shows, it seemed that laissez faire was a thing of the
1
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past. However, signs of change started to appear post 2014 elections. The media
went from being a ’watch dog’ to being a ’lap dog’ of those in power.
What are the reasons for this change? Why is it that the Hindustan Times fired
its editor over an initiative that tracked hate crimes across the country? Why
is it channels like Times Now are afraid of asking tough questions to the Prime
Minister? Why is it that we see jingoistic nationalism at display when we turn on
the TV sets at 9 PM every night?
Some answers lie in how the economics of media works. In India, television and
print reach 765 million and 351 million people respectively. In 2018, advertising
is slated to be a Rs. 1740 billion (Eur 22 bn) industry. Out of this television will
account for Rs. 854 billion (Eur 11 bn) and print for another Rs. 358 billion (Eur
5 bn).
Not only is advertising a big share of media revenues, it is one of the drivers for
the growth of news media in India. The emergence of local editions of news papers
is often attributed to the boom in the consumer economy in smaller towns and
cities that engendered the need for advertising space. It is not surprising that the
share of overall advertising pie for print has more than doubled between 2007 and
2018.
The goal of this project is to uncover how governments try to scuttle press freedom.
It relies on empirical analysis of spending on advertisements by the government
on newspapers between 2008 and 2017. Interviews conducted with journalists
and academics studying media in India, between January and February 2018,
complement the empirical results. The project is organized as follows. Chapter
1 shows the link between news and political outcomes. Chapter 2 discusses the
literature on media capture and the role played by advertising in silencing the
media. Chapter 3 provides an account of the economic and regulatory eco-system
within which the Indian media operates. Chapter 4 describes the data, develops
the empirical strategy, presents the results and concludes.

3

1.1

Impact of Media on Political Outcomes

Political economy literature shows that news media plays an important role in
influencing policy outcomes. Prat and Stromberg (2013) model the interaction
between voters, politicians and the media in two time periods; before and after
elections. Voters elect politicians who will give them the maximum utility. Politicians have a motive to get re-elected and the media provides information to help
the voters choose the better politician. The media tries to maximise its profits.
Key intuitions from the model include:
• an increase in media coverage of an issue, increases voter’s awareness about
it. As a result, politicians have to expend more effort to convince the voters
that they are better than their opponents.
• media’s coverage of an issue depends on the size of the group that is affected
by the issue, their advertising potential and cost of distributing news to that
group.
Snyder and Stromberg (2010) study the relation between press coverage and political accountability. They show that in the United States, members of Congress who
receive less coverage by local press are less likely to participate in congressional
hearings, serve on constituency oriented committees and to vote against party line.
Further, federal spending is lower in areas with exogenously lower press coverage
of the member of Congress.
Ferraz and Finan (2008) discuss the effect of Brazil’s publicly released municipal
audits on electoral outcomes. They compare electoral outcomes in municipalities
with similar level of corruption, as per audits done before and after 2004 elections
in Brazil. They find that municipalities with a local radio punished more mayors
who were corrupt than average and rewarded more mayors who were less corrupt
than average.
A similar study from Mexico by Larreguy et al. (2014) exploits within municipality
variation in media presence to show how local media plays a role in punishing
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corrupt mayors. They find that each additional local radio or television station
reduces the vote share of an incumbent political party revealed to be corrupt,
by 1 percentage point, and reduces the vote share of an incumbent political party
revealed to have diverted funds away from the poor by around 2 percentage points.
In India, Banerjee et al. (2011) conducted a randomized study in slums in Mumbai
to understand the impact of information on voter choices. They find a higher
voter turnout, reduced vote buying and a higher vote share for better performing
incumbents in treated slums, where the voters were presented report cards of the
incumbent and two main challengers.
Another study from India by Besley and Burgess (2002) shows that a more informed and politically active electorate increases government responsiveness. They
report that state governments in India are more responsive in the event of fall in
food production or crop damage in areas where newspaper circulation is higher
and electoral accountability is greater.
Stromberg (2004) shows the impact of radio on spending under New Deal relief
program in the US. Counties with many radio listeners received more relief funds
even after controlling for other factors like poverty and unemployment at the
county level.
Lim et al. (2015) show the impact of newspaper coverage on the judiciary. They
match newspaper markets and judicial districts to study the influence of media
coverage on criminal sentencing decisions from 1986 to 2006. They find that
newspaper coverage significantly increases the length of sentence by non-partisan
elected judges for violent crimes.
Eisensee and Stromberg (2007) study the impact of media coverage on US government’s response to disaster relief around the world. They report that 46 times as
many people must be killed in a disaster in Africa to achieve the same probability
of being covered by television network as an otherwise similar disaster in Eastern
Europe.

5
Reinikka and Svensson (2005) show that schools in schools in Uganda that received
newspapers, parents were more informed about the use of public funds. They were
able to monitor the handling of large education grants by local politicians leading
to reduced capture of public funds and improved enrolment and student learning
in such schools.
These studies show that media plays an important role in determining political
and policy outcomes. These considerations are especially important in developing countries like India where an independent media is imperative for democratic
accountability and improving living standards of millions who live in poverty.
However, a free press is also an inconvenience for underperforming and corrupt
politicians. Its role as a watchdog exposes the vulgar rent extracting nexus that
exists between corporates and politicians. Therefore, the media comes under pressure from all sorts of vested interests. These attacks on the press range from
regulatory misuse, economic emasculation to killing of journalists.

Chapter 2
Role of Advertising and Media
Capture

2.1

Media Capture

Besley and Prat (2006) present a model on media capture that generates three
main insights. First, a pluralist media is an effective protection against capture. Every time the government pays a media outlet to suppress information,
its competitors in the media market gain by publishing the same information.
This is because they can increase their readership when they face less competition. Therefore, in order to completely silence all media, the government has to
pay all of them. This becomes difficult and expensive if the number of media
outlets operating in the market is large.
Second, independent media ownership reduces capture. Media capture by the
government involves transfer of money or favours to the media outlet. The cost
of transferring resources by the state to the media outlet increases if the outlet
is independent. However, in the case of media outlets with diversified business
interests, it is easier to effect transfers through favourable regulatory decisions
or grant of government contracts to the affiliated business interests of the media
outlet.
7
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Third, media capture affects political outcomes. In the absence of scrutiny by the
media, politicians will freely indulge in corruption. Therefore, a subservient media
would lead to moral hazard. At the same time, the absence of information about
the types of candidates in elections will lead to adverse selection.
The basic model from Besley & Prat (2006) is discussed below:
P r(θ = g) = γ such that θ ∈ b, g where b stands for ’bad’ and g stands for ’good’.
An incumbent who is selected in period one has γ as the probability of being good.
There are n active media outlets. If the incumbent is bad, they receive a signal to
this effect with probability q ∈ [0, 1].
The incumbent can bribe each media outlet i with a non-negative monetary offer
ti . A transfer of ti costs ti to the incumbent but yields ti /τ to the media outlet
P
i, where τ is the transaction cost τ ∈ [0, ∞]. The incumbent gets r − Ii ti if
P
re-elected else gets − Ii ti , where r is the rent extracted by the incumbent.
As discussed above, the transaction costs will be lowest for state owned media
and privately owned media with multiple business interests. The model leads to
a simple proposition where the equilibrium in the media market is of two kinds:

• if nτ a < r, the media industry is captured – each media outlet suppresses
information for a price ti = τ a
• If nτ a ≥ r, the media is independent and reports its information truthfully
to voters

The model discussed above gives an intuitive understanding the effects of media
capture. McMillan and Zoido (2004) present an interesting study from Peru. In
the 1990s, Peru was a democracy with all attendant institutions like an opposition,
judiciary and a press. Yet, under the rule of President Alberto Fujimori, democracy
existed just on paper. His police chief systematically bribed the media, legislators
and the judiciary while keeping the appearance of democracy alive. The authors
find that the typical bribe paid to a television-channel owner was about a hundred
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times larger than that paid to a politician, which was somewhat larger than that
paid to a judge. One single television channel’s bribe was five times larger than
the total of the opposition politicians’ bribes. The fact that the media was paid
the maximum amount reveals that it was the strongest check on political power.
Corneo (2004) discusses how the media might secretly collude with interest groups
in order to influence public opinion, showing that an increase in the concentration
of firm ownership is more likely to lead to media bias. Petrova (2008) shows that
higher inequality is associated with lower media freedom.

2.2

Bias

Sagarika Ghose, the former deputy editor and prime time anchor at CNN-IBN
recalled how there was always a threat of the government “pulling down advertising
from the channel whenever the content was not to its liking”. The threat of media
bias due to ideological and economic reasons undermines the role of the media as
a provider of information in a democracy. A biased media may adversely impact
political and policy outcomes. While there are several ways of influencing media
coverage, advertising is a prominent one.
In an environment where the trust in media is declining and monikers like ’presstitutes’ are used unabashedly to describe journalists, it is important to rescue the
credibility of journalism and delineate the good from the ugly (Grover and Rampal, 2018, Pandita, 2015). Fake news peddled by unscrupulous online ’journalism’
websites and amplified through social media platforms is damaging the image of
serious journalism. It certainly does not help when venerable media organizations
like The New York Times are alluded to as a source of fake news (Grynbaumfeb,
2017). However, in the case of fake news, it is easy to distinguish between the
truth and a lie. Facebook, with over 200 million users in India has already started
fact checking news on its platform (Ong, 2018).
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The question of media bias, however, is a vexed one. What constitutes media
bias? Is it the ideological overtones of news reports? Or just the fact that the
media chooses not to cover certain issues at all? While discerning readers can
take into account ideological biases of newspapers whose proximity to different
shades of political ideologies are known, it is difficult to account for the bias that
creeps in due to financial influence exerted by the government. The latter case
may involve self-censorship or not publishing the story at all. Therefore, methods
relying on content analysis to determine the nature of media bias will be rendered
inadequate.
Di Tella and Franceschelli (2011) study the relation between government advertising and the coverage of corruption scandals in Argentina’s four main newspapers
between 1998 and 2007. They find a negative correlation between the monthly
government advertising spends in newspapers and the space devoted to the coverage of corruption scandals on the front page. One standard deviation increase
in monthly government advertising is associated with a reduction in the coverage
of the government’s corruption scandals by 0.23 of a front page per month. While
they limit their claims to establishing correlation between advertising spend and
coverage of corruption, they show that the relation between newspapers and the
advertisers is not defined only by ideological affinities but could also be explained
by financial concerns.
Their approach on measuring the influence of advertising on media coverage is
limited by the fact that it involves measuring just the front-page coverage of corruption scandals and for only four main newspapers.
Others like Groseclose and Milyo (2005) have used a novel method to understand
bias in newspapers in the United States. They estimate an ideological score for
major media outlets based on the number of times the media outlet refers to a
think tank. They compare the number of mentions of the same think tank by
members of Congress. If a newspaper cites a think tank with the same frequency
as a member of congress, then then newspaper is attributed the same affiliation
as the member of Congress. They observe that most newspapers in the US tend
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to show a liberal bias. While they define bias on ideological lines, such an exercise
would carry limited scope in a multi-party democracy like India. In India, political
parties often espouse intersecting and overlapping ideologie. More often than not,
they are just family fiefdoms motivated by the desire secure power for the clan.
A more universal indicator for media bias is needed. This study proposes a simple
definition of bias. At the heart of journalist’s job is to report the truth. This
truth maybe removed from the journalist’s own normative ideas of the issue being
covered but that should not come in the way of professional reporting. Therefore,
any impediments in the media’s endeavour to report the truth can be characterized
as an attempt to capture the media and bias it’s reporting.
Given that advertising is often the most important revenue stream for most media
outlets, advertisers have the ability to influence newspapers and distort truthful
reporting. As governments spend billions in advertising they become the single
most important clients for many media organizations. Their sentiment is best
captured by a Mexican government official who said, “I dont pay you to criticize
me” (Ahmed, 2017)

2.3

Government Control Through Advertising

Bihar: Chief Minister or Editor-in-Chief ?
In a story titled Editor-in-Chief, journalist Dhirendra Jha writes how the Bihar
Chief Minister’s control of media reporting in the state has earned him the moniker
of Editor-in-Chief of the state. Important news stories are supressed and the media
often bends over backwards to burnish the Chief Minister’s image. The lever of
control is government advertisement to newspapers.
The Editor-in-Chief of Urdu daily Pindar was demoted for writing an unflattering
story about an event attended by the Chief Minister, an insult that forced him to
resign. He lamented that, “the Urdu press has never been a good place to work,
but under Nitish Kumars regime, it has become worse, and things are no better
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in the states Hindi press. I remember the Emergency, when there was declared
censorship. Under Nitish, it is undeclared, and this makes it even more dangerous
for democracy. The truth is being suppressed like never before, and the entire
media is being pressured to build and burnish Nitish Kumars image.” (Jha, 2012)
The newspaper was rewarded for silencing its editor. In 2006-07, the state government gave it advertisments worth Rs. 1 lakh but after the removal of its irksome
editor, the advertisement increased to Rs. 24 lakh in 2007-08 and by 2009-10
was at Rs. 48 lakh. In another instance, the state denied advertisment to Bihartimes.com, a popular online news portal in the state but gave ads to less popular
but more compliant websites (Jha, 2012).
Rajasthan Patrika refuses to dance to Government dictat
The Rajasthan government promulgated an ordinance that barred journalists from
reporting any allegations against bureaucrats and judges until the state government sanctioned prosecution. The law, now lapsed under pressure from newspapers and civil society, suggested upto two years jail term for any violation
(NewsLaundry, 2018).
Rajasthan Patrika, a leading newspaper in the state protested against the law
with a decision to boycott the Chief Minister. The newspaper is known to speak
truth to power and has often faced the government’s ire. In the past, government
curtailed advertisements to the newspaper until the Supreme Court intervened
and directed the state government to follow its own advertising policy. In 2015,
Rajasthan Patrika received 34.12 percent government advertisement which was
reduced to 1.26 percent in 2016, while that for its competitior Dainik Bhaskar was
increased (TheWire, 2017a).
Kashmir: Controlling narrative in times of conflict
The media in the state of Jammu & Kashmir faces a tough task of reporting in
a conflict zone. Journalists are subjected to pressure from different stakeholders
in their attempt to inform the people. Given the low level of private industry in
the state, the newspapers depend heavily on government advertising. Government
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does not shy away from using this lever to threaten newspapers and force them to
toe its line (Khalid, 2016).
The Economic Times reported how the government was mulling over withdrawing advertising to ten newspapers in the state that were allegedly carrying antinational content. It also expected the state government to reign in the newspapers
(Tripathi, 2016).
In 2017, when the Centre asked the State Government to not release advertisement in local newspapers, Shujaat Bukhari, editor of Rising Kashmir added, “three
major papers of Kashmir, which include Greater Kashmir, Rising Kashmir and
Kashmir Times, have been banned from getting any central government advertisements from the Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity (DAVP) for the
last eight years. We are already bleeding and now they want us to bleed more by
telling the state government to stop state advertisements as well” (Javaid, 2017).
West Bengal: Stopped payments, no advertisement and banned from government
libraries
The ABP Group is Eastern India’s largest media company. It publishes the most
popular Bengali newspaper Ananda Bazaar Patrika and the English daily The
Telegraph. The group and its editor Aveek Sarkar’s relentless critique of the state
government put them at loggerheads with the Chief Minister. The government
reacted by delaying the payment of over Rs. 25 crores in dues to the group
and terminating subscription of ABP publications in government owned libraries
(BusinessStandard, 2014).
In further vendetta, the government stopped advertising in ABP group publications (Chatterjee, 2016). The recent layoff at the group that resulted in about 40
percent of the employees losing their jobs, is attributed to the financial emasculation of the newspaper by the government (TheQuint, 2016). In 2016, after the
incumbent Chief Minister was re-elected, the newspaper replaced its editor and
stopped its adversarial coverage of the Chief Minister (Dhar, 2016).
Kerala: ’Very secret report’ against a newspaper

14
Thejas, a Malayalam language daily run by a trust associated with Popular Front
of India, was denied advertisement by the state government citing a ’very secret
report’ against it by the state’s intelligence unit. Both the Left Democratic Front
and the United Democratic Front government in Kerala have denied advertisement
to the newspaper for more than 7 years (Muhammed, 2016). The government
argued that the paper was polarising the society, spreading radical content and
creating communal disharmony. The Kerala High Court intervened and directed
the government to set up an impartial committee to evaluate the content of the
newspaper before the advertising ban could be justified (Philip, 2015).
Andhra Pradesh: Where media is politicians’ megaphone
In Andhra Pradesh, major media organisations have an open political affiliation
Alapati (2017). Sakshi Daily and Sakshi TV are owned by Jagan Mohan Reddy,
the leader of the principal opposition party in the state. Other media outlets
like Eenadu and Andhra Jyoti tend to be pro- Telugu Desam Party. In Andhra
Pradesh, media acts as a mega-phone for the politicians. They find it to be an influential tool to pursue their political agenda even as these companies make losses.
Sakshi is the second largest daily in Andhra Pradesh. In 2012, the state government stopped advertisment to the paper (NDTV, 2012). Recent reports suggest
that the government wants to take-over the newspaper and deprive the opposition
of its megaphone (Sudhir, 2016). Other ways in which successive Andhra Pradesh
governments have tried to influence the media is by giving special benefits to journalists and cutting down cable coverage of TV channels when they broadcast news
that is not favourable to the government (Shaw, 2016, TheWire, 2016).
These instances of abuse of power show that governments in India actively use their
large advertising budgets to control the media. Strong advertisement revenues are
both a boon and bane to journalism in India. The next section describes the
financial and regulatory environment in which the media in India operates.

Chapter 3
Media Business, Regulation and
Politics

3.1
3.1.1

Media Business
Reading is Aspirational

Popular cinema often shows educated youth in villages reading news aloud to their
families and others at village squares. These young men and women are not only
the pride of their families, but are also role models for the younger generation. As
reading continues to be an aspirational activity amongst youth, there is a strong
demand for newspapers in India. In 2016-17, over 275 million newspaper copies
were sold everyday in India, making it one of the largest newspaper markets in the
world (Registrar of Newspapers for India, 2017). As the literacy rate improves,
the future of print media in India looks exciting.1 Print media grew at 7.6 percent
in 2015 and revenues from circulation grew a cumulative average growth rate of
1

The relation between advertising and literacy is more nuanced. It is linked to purchasing
power of the readers. Mere ability to read and write is not sufficient to attract advertisement.
The English language newspapers continue to attract premium-advertising rates because of the
perception that their readers have higher spending power. However, this assumption has been
challenged by several studies and now the gap between English and other language advertising
rates is falling. This is a welcome development for regional newspapers as they expand into
smaller towns and cities.
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7.1 percent between 2010 and 2015 (KPMG-FICCI, 2016). The Indian Readership
Survey reports an increase in newspaper readership from 31 percent in 2014 to 39
percent in 2017 (Media Research Users Council, 2017)
The number of dailies in India has grown at cumulative average growth rate of
13.4 percent and the circulation of dailies has grown at CAGR of 13.2 percent
between 2003 and 2015. Appendix A clearly shows that the Indian print media
bucks the trend observed in developed countries, where newspapers are witnessing
a decline in numbers and circulation (Cage and Goldhammer, 2016).

3.1.2

Foreign Investment

The relaxation in foreign investment rules ensured that there was a spurt of investment in the media business. Plans are afoot to increase Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) in newspapers and periodicals from 26 percent to 49 percent (TheHindu,
2017). This has led to private equity, mergers and acquisitions investments worth
over a billion dollars in the sector (Kohli-Khandekar, 2013).

3.1.3

Over Reliance on Advertising

The newspaper revenues are robust but over-reliant on advertising. The top newspaper groups in India have operating margins upwards of 25 percent, a number
that is just about 10 percent in the United States (Kohli-Khandekar, 2013). Advertising is the main source of revenue, accounting for 66 percent of the total
revenues and a growth rate of 8.5 percent between 2010-15 (KPMG-FICCI, 2016).
Figure 3.1 shows the growth in advertising in television, print, digital and radio
segments. In 2017, the economic shock due to demonetization and the introduction of Goods and Services Tax retarded advertising growth to 7.4 percent. But
as the economy returns to a stronger growth path in 2018, advertising sector is
expected to grow at 12 percent (Stacey, 2018). Print media captured 35 percent
share of total advertising but had lowest growth rate in nine years at 4.3 percent
as compared to digital advertising, which grew at 25 percent (PTI, 2018).
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Figure 3.1: Medium Wise Growth in Advertising (Rs. 1bn = Eur 12.5mn)

A newspaper that sells for Rs. 1-4 (EUR 1-5 cents) costs at least Rs. 15-20
(EUR 20-25 cents) per copy to produce. Subscription revenues constitute only
5-15 percent of the total revenues for English papers and 30-45 percent for other
languages (Kohli-Khandekar, 2013)). Advertising not only constitutes a big share
of media revenues it has also been one of the drivers for the expansion of newspaper
in India. The emergence of local editions of newspapers is often attributed to the
boom in the consumer economy in smaller towns and cities that created the market
for newspaper advertising (Rajagopal, 2009).
On one hand advertising ensures that Indian newspapers are sustainable and continue to expand their reach, on the other it raises red flags about the quality of
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Figure 3.2: Circulation of Common Ownership Dailies

journalism. Vineet Jain, the Managing Director of The Times Group sees the
group as an advertising company and not as a newspaper because according to
him when “ninety per cent of your revenues come from advertising, you’re in the
advertising business” (Auletta, 2012).
It is therefore, not surprising that groups like the Bennett Coleman and Co. Ltd
(BCCL) have resorted to practices like corporate treatise where newspapers acquire
a stake in the company in exchange for advertisement packages and brand building.
When these companies launch an IPO, BCCL divests its stake. It is absurd to
think about how The Economic Times would report on the IPO of a firm that it
has a stake in. Media watchdog, the Hoot has reported how the Times of India
omitted the name of a company that it had a private treaty with when the latter
was involved in an accident at one of its construction sites (D’Rozario, 2008).
Figure 3.2 shows that the circulation of newspapers under common ownership has
increased significantly between 1994 and 2015. This shows the increasing grip of
a few owners on the Indian newspaper market.
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Figure 3.3: Share of Government advertising more than 75% of total revenue
Data Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, GOI

However, what is of concern is that the number of newspapers that rely on government advertisement as their primary source of revenue has also increased significantly. Figure 3.3 to 3.6 show the number of small, medium and large newspapers
according to the share government advertisement in their total revenue basket.
Government budget for advertising flagship schemes like Swachh Bharat, Skill
India, Make in India, Indradhanush, Mudra, Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana
and Beti Bachao Beti Padhao has increase by 36 percent between 2014-15 and
2015-16 from Rs. 2.5 billion (Eur 31.25 mn) to Rs. 3.5 billion (Eur 43.75 mn).

2

Interviews with journalists also suggested that advertising is one of the main levers
through which the government tries to control the media. Therefore, even as the
print media in India grows and expands access to news through the country, it is
no guarantee of independence because of the advertisement driven business model
of the media.

2

Data from Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 2287, dated on 06.05.2016.
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Figure 3.4: Share of Government advertising between 50% and 75% of total
revenue
Data Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, GOI
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Figure 3.5: Share of Government advertising between 25% and 50% of total
revenue
Data Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, GOI

Figure 3.6: Share of Government advertising upto 25% of total revenue
Data Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, GOI
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3.2

Legal and Regulatory Abuse

In 1780, The Bengal Gazette was founded by James Hicky as India’s first newspaper. Within an year of its publication, it was shut down for criticizing the East
India Company and its officials. The government seized its printing presses and
drove the paper to bankruptcy (Hickey, 1918). While governments today may not
resort to seizing printing presses (barring the emergency years between 1975 and
1977 when it did). The abuse of legal tools to censor the press continues unabated.
The most recent example is the notification issued by the Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting on fake news. The notification, which was subsequently withdrawn, dealt with ’any publication or telecast of fake news’ as confirmed by Press
Council of India (PCI) and the News Broadcasters Association (NBA) with suspension of accreditation of journalists for a period of 6 months for first violation
and cancellation in the case of third violation (Ministry of Information Broadcasting, 2018).

3.2.1

Newsprint Restrictions

The cost of newsprint constitutes about 55-65 percent of the total cost of producing a newspaper (K.K., 2008). Newspapers procure newsprint from both domestic
paper mills and international ones. In the pre-liberalisation era, governments
used import restrictions and arbitrary tariffs to hurt the bottom line of newspapers. In 1981, the government imposed a steep import duty of 15 percent on
newsprint. Newspapers were singled out for this duty because the government
wanted them to be responsible actors in society and not waste precious foreign
exchange (Times, 1981). Further, the government-controlled State Trading Corporation had a monopoly over import of newsprint. In the three years preceding
1984, a journalist reported, “the price of newsprint has recorded a phenomenal
rise, more than 70 percent, plunging the newspaper industry in deep financial crisis and forcing [it] to increase the price of newspapers and magazines from time
to time” (Noorani, 1984). The government justified these measures on grounds of
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foreign exchange management and balance of payment concerns. However, some
of these restrictions exist even today. Newsprint procurement, which should be a
market process, is subject to special permission. For instance, the 2012 import
policy covering newsprint allows import of newsprint by an actual user only if they
are registered with the Registrar of Newspapers for India (RNI). In addition, the
importer has to submit ’an annual audited statement reflecting the total quantity
and value of the newsprint consumed and quantity of newsprint imported by them
in the preceding year’ (Ministry of Commerce and Industry, 2016). The format
of such declaration is to be decided by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Independent importers are barred from importing newsprint. Therefore
it becomes difficult for smaller newspapers that used to buy newsprint from local
traders to get imported newsprint since their demand is too little to import large
quantities from outside India (Jha, 2016). It makes no sense for the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting to have a role in import of a commodity. These
regulations serve no purpose other than to control the media.

3.2.2

Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation

Two University of Denver professors coined the term Strategic Lawsuit Against
Public Participation (SLAPPs). While studying political litigation for over a
decade, they found that each case was triggered by defendants attempt to influence government action the exact activity covered by the Petition Clause of
the First Amendment (Ghosh and Thakurta, 2016).3
These lawsuits are designed to harass journalists and their organisations. They
restrain any further coverage of the story, as the matter becomes sub judice and
cannot be reported on. In India, business conglomerates and politicians often
abuse the defamation laws to kill inconvenient news stories. In 2015, around
ten defamation cases were filed against media organizations by corporates and
politicians alike (Jha, 2015).
3

As per the US Supreme Court the right to petition provides and opportunity to bring nonfrivolous lawsuits to the Court with the aim of changing existing laws in a peaceful manner. This
is similar to the practice of Public Interest Litigation in India.
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These cases have chilling effect on the media. Journalists tend to self-censor when
they report about certain people and businesses. The defamation law has become
an intimidatory tactic employed by corporates to silence the media into submission
(Galhotra, 2015). Subir Ghosh, author of Sue the Messenger, writes that there are
some “who shoot the messenger and others who sue the messenger; in both cases
democracy loses” (Ghosh and Thakurta, 2016).
The defamation case against The Wire by Jay Amit Shah, the son of the President
of the current ruling party is intriguing. In a clear blurring of lines between the
government and a private citizen, the government’s lawyers and machinery were
deployed to defend Jay Shah (TheWire, 2017b). There is a convergence of interests
amongst corporates and politicians when it comes to keeping the defamation laws
on the books. Even as the United Kingdom from where the law originally came
from, amended it in the interest of free speech (Human Rights House, 2009). Some
are demanding that India enact its own Anti-SLAPP legislation, but that seems
to be a distant dream given the governments penchant for secrecy and proclivity
to control the media (Chandra, 2017, Bhatnagar, 2017).

3.3

Political and Corporate Interference

The founder of a media watchdog, in an interview with the author, mentioned that
there is a difference between corporates with diverse business interests owning
media companies and media companies branching out into different businesses.
The distinction between the two, if any, is unclear. However, on further probing
she said that newspapers have always had other business interests in India. The
reference was to the so-called Jute Press in the post independence era. These were
newspapers that were owned by jute mill owners.
The fact that a senior journalist and an editor of a media watch dog had internalized these contradictions is telling of how entrenched is the acceptance of the
corporate ownership of media in India. Most major media outlets in India are
owned by corporates with diverse business interests or are media companies that
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have diversified into other businesses. Indias richest man, Mukesh Ambani is also
one of the biggest media tycoons through his control over Network 18. Reliance
justified its foray into the media business as a strategic move to complement its
fourth generation telecommunication business (Guha Thakurta, 2014a). It is not
surprising that authors of the book, ’Gas Wars: Crony Capitalism and the Ambanis’ that investigated into Reliance’s oil interests were served with defamation
notices and news coverage around the book was virtually blacked out by the Indian
media (Guha Thakurta, 2014b).
Newslaundry, a news media website provides an extensive account of media ownership. Corporates, politicians and journalists seem to share a cosy relationship in
some of Indias biggest media outlets due to familial connections or direct investments (Guha Thakurta, 2014c).
Sagarika Ghosh points out that, “the previous government interfered with press
freedom too, but the current government is systematic about subverting the press”.
Recently, a number of editors have resigned or have been sacked, allegedly under
government pressure.
Bobby Ghosh, the Editor of Hindustan Times, a leading English newspaper owned
by Shobhana Bhartia,4 the daughter of industrialist K.K. Birla was let go after his
sustained coverage of hate crimes in the country (Srivas, 2017).
Even newspapers owned by trusts are not immune external pressure. Harish
Khare, the Editor of The Tribune resigned after a tumultuous relationship with
the trust. Under Khare’s leadership, the paper exposed major lapses in the government’s citizen data protection system. This came at an embarrassing time for the
government, as the Supreme Court was hearing the matter connected to privacy
protection under India’s Unique Identity Mission (TheWire, 2018). A defamation
case was filed against the reporter in relation to the story. This is not the first
time that the Tribune Trust, headed by NN Vohra, the Governor of Jammu &
4

In 2006, she was nominated as a Member of the Rajya Sabha (the upper house of Indian
Parliament) by the United Progressive Alliance government.
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Kashmir has come been accused of interfering with editorial independence. A former executive editor at the paper also alleged interference (Venkataramakrishnan,
2015).
Paranjoy Guha Thakurta, the former editor of Economic and Political Weekly,
a journal owned by Sameeksha Trust, resigned after differences with the board
over an article that examined how a conglomerate close to the current government
had received special favours from the government (Thakurta et al., 2017). The
Adani Group claimed the article to be defamatory and demanded the article be
taken down (Bal, 2017). The threat of expensive litigation to fight one of the
biggest business conglomerates in India forced the trust to bow down without a
fight (TheWire, 2017c).
The long hands of vested business interests and politicians have reached all kind
of media organisations irrespective of their ownership structure.
The wall that should separate media from politics does not exist in India. Media
owners, editors and journalists have been Members of Parliament and have taken
ministerial appointments in governments in the past and continue to do so (Ninan, 2018). Appendix B contains a non-exhaustive list of newspapers with their
political affiliation.
The Nira-Radia tapes were the most blatant revelation of the mutual backscratching that is rampant in India’s corridors of power. Senior Editors were caught trying
to fix ministerial appointments while acting as intermediaries between corporates
and politicians (Outlook Magazine, 2010). The Radia tapes plunged the media’s
credibility to a new low, one which continuous transgressions by journalists is
making difficult to salvage (Jebaraj, 2011).
As journalist P. Sainath put it, the modus operandi of media, its financial compulsions and the regulatory framework has become such that, “the media are no
longer a bunch of pro-corporate newspapers. They are the corporates. They are
the big business. The media-houses have a structural compulsion to lie” (Sainath,
2011).
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The next section describes the advertising data and presents the empirical model.

Chapter 4
Data, Empirical Strategy and
Results

4.1

Data

The Directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity (DAVP), is the nodal multimedia advertising agency of the Government of India. Ministries, departments and
some autonomous bodies publish their advertisements through DAVP. In addition,
DAVP supports government departments in formulating communication strategies
to explain their policies and programs at the grass roots level.
The study uses government advertising spend for each newspaper between 2008
and 2017.1 During this period, DAVP framed two advertising policies. The first
one came into effect on 2nd October, 2007 and was replaced by a new policy that
came into effect on 7th June 2016.
The data set has information on the name of the newspaper, place of publication,
language, periodicity, space reserved in (sq. cm) and the amount of money (in
Rs.) spent. The spend share for each newspaper for every year is calculated based
on the total DAVP spend for print advertising in that year. From 2010 onward,
1

Advertisements are released only to newspapers empanelled with DAVP. Newspapers are
empanelled subject to satisfying certain conditions laid down in the advertising policy.
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each newspaper edition is identified by a unique code. The same code is assigned
to newspapers before 2010 by matching the title and place of publication. There
are 59,306 observations over the ten year period. The number of newspapers
empanelled with DAVP is not the same for every year. In 2008, there were only
4054 unique newspapers that got advertsement. This number grew at CAGR of
8.3 percent to 8319 in 2016.
The advertising policy mandates the division of total advertising spend of the
government into categories based on circulation size and languages as shown in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: DAVP Newspaper Category Wise Spend Limits

Newspaper Category
Advertising Spend Limit (in Rs.)
Small
15%
Medium
35%
Big
50%
English
30%
Regional and Other Languages*
35%
Hindi
35%

Ceiling Type
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum
Approx.
Approx.
Approx.

* like Bodo, Dogri, Garhwali, Kashmiri, Khasi, Konkani, Maithili, Manipuri, Mizo,
Nepali, Rajasthani, Sanskrit, Santhali, Sindhi, Urdu and Tribal languages as certified by State Governments.
The classification into small, medium and big newspapers is as per the following
criteria:

• Small, with a circulation up to 25,000 copies per publishing day
• Medium, between 25,001 and 75,000 copies per publishing day
• Big, with a circulation of above 75,000 copies per publishing day

The all India release budget is divided among states based on the total circulation
of newspapers in each State/language. Since the compilation of circulation figures
takes time, the inter-state division of funds is done on the basis of state population
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as per the census reports. Therefore, the overall year-to-year spend between states
will be stable.
Finally, all empanelled newspapers enter into a rate contract with DAVP for a
period of 3 years. However, newspapers can declare a change in circulation on an
annual basis too. The advertising rate structure is based on the recommendations
of the rate Structure Committee. A premium of 50% above DAVP rates for front
page, 20% premium to third page, 10% premium to fifth page and 30% premium
for back page is allowed for newspapers whose circulation is certifed by Audit
Bureau of Circulation (ABC) or RNI. Therefore, the change in advertising spend
per newspaper from one year to another is not heavily determined by the change
in circulation numbers for two reasons: i) the rate contracts that newspapers enter
into are valid for three years ii) the states quota of advertising spend is relatively
fixed as it is based on overall circulation numbers that do not change drastically
from one year to another.

4.2

Empirical Strategy

Media bias is defined simply as the deviation from reporting the truth. If a newspaper distorts the news to accommodate political, ideological or economic leanings
of any particular interest group then it is said to be biased. Our data uses the
mean change in share of advertising spend for each newspaper for three years
before and three years after 2013 to reveal if the newspaper is biased in favour
or against the ruling government. This variable is called the Pre-Post-Election
(PPE) variable. The year-on-year fluctuation in the share of advertising spend
reveals the reason for bias. This variable is called the Fluctuation (F) variable.
An high year-on-year fluctuation in advertising to newspapers adversely affects
the stability of newspaper revenues. Given the high dependence of many Indian
newspapers on government advertisements as a source of revenue, a fluctuating
advertisement spend will not allow the newspaper to make long term investments
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needed to improve its journalism. Therefore, we use the fluctuation variable as a
proxy for the government’s attempt to capture the newspaper.
The PPE variable is a bias metric and the F variable is an attempt to capture metric. The interaction between PPE variable and F variable allows a categorisation
of newspapers as

• strongly in favour of government
• strongly against the government
• in favour of government
• not in favour of government
• government attempt to capture through threat (sticks)
• government attempt to capture through reward (carrots)
• no bias through the government route.

The construction and interpretation of PPE and F variable is discussed below.
PPE Variable: The variable measures the percent change in the mean share of
advertsing spend for three years before and three years after 2013. In 2014, India
held its general elections and a new government was formed. In the year before the
election i.e. in 2013, the advertsing spend of the government increased significantly.
The United Progessive Alliance (UPA) government before 2014 was a coalition led
by the Centrist Indian National Congress. The National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) government elected in 2014 is led by the Right wing Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP). Therefore, a pre and post 2013 comparison in advertisement spend
share for newspapers will be able to indicate the bias of the newspaper. If the
share in advertisment spend for a newspaper increases after the election of the
BJP government, i.e. the PPE variable is positive then the newspaper is likely
to be supportive of the government. If the PPE variable is negative then the
newspaper is being punished by the government for not being favourable to the
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government. Therefore, based on the government’s revealed preference through
the amount of money it spends on advertisements in different newspapers, a bias
can be attributed to the newspapers.
The PPE variable is categorised into four groups according to its value and its
sign. If the change in mean advertisement spend before and after 2013 is greater
than 50 percent, then it is considered to be high. If the value is positive then it
is a reward and if it is negative then it is a punishment. The bias categories are
shown in Table 4.2
Table 4.2: Bias Categories

Magnitude of PPE Variable

High
Low

Sign of PPE Variable
Reward (+)
Punish (-)
High Positive High Negative
Low Positive Low Negative

F Variable: The year on year change in share of advertising spend for each newspaper is calculated. If the change is beyond a threshold value for two consecutive
years, then it can be indicative of the governments attempt to either threaten or
cajole the newspaper into submission. The fluctuation can be positive or negative.
A positive fluctuation for two consecutive years would indicate that the newspaper
is being rewarded for supporting the government. The opposite is true if the F
variable is high and negative. In the scenario where the change is positive for one
year and negative for the following year or vice verse, it could be argued that the
government is either rewarding the newspaper for having done its bidding or is
punishing it for not following its dictat, in the latter case.
The F variable is categorised into four groups according to its value and its sign.
If the change in advertisement spend share from one year to another is more than
40 percent, then it is condsidered to be high. If the value is positive then it is
labelled as a reward and if it is negative then it is labelled as punishment. The
bias categories are shown in Table 4.3
Finally, the data on language allows us to study if the government discriminates
among newspapers on communal lines. The current BJP led NDA government
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Table 4.3: Fluctuation Categories

Magnitude of Fluctuation Variable

High
Low

Sign of Fluctuation Variable
Reward (+)
Punish (-)
High Positive High Negative
Low Positive Low Negative

espouses a right-wing Hindu nationalist ideology while the previous Congress led
UPA government was often accused of minority appeasement (Harris, 2014, Singh,
2012). A study of government advertisement in the Urdu language press can be
used as an indicator of the governments atttitude towards Muslims in India.
It is important to add a note of caution that the relation between language and
religion is more nuanced than the simple assertion made above. However, there
is reasonable evidence to suggest that such a relation does exist. Hindi and Urdu
are characterised by extreme diagraphia (King, 2001). The two languages have
different scripts. Urdu is written in Nastaliq, which is based on the Arabic Naskh,
whereas Hindi is written in Devanagari (Rahman, 2008). But both derive from
Hindvi (Amrit, 1984).
Tariq Rahman explains the association of Urdu with Islam in pre-partition India
in the following:
“Urdu was part of the Islamic culture and Muslim identity in India because it was
the language of the dominant elite. When this elite lost its political power in the
wake of British colonialism, it consolidated its cultural power through the techniques and artifacts of European modernity during the nineteenth century. The
most important changes were a formal chain of schools, the printing press, an
orderly bureaucracy and the concept of the unity of India. The schools in North
India used Urdu as a medium of instruction. The printing press created and disseminated books in Urdu in larger numbers than could have been possible earlier.
Indeed, as Francis Robinson points out, the ulema used the new technology of the
printing press to compensate for the loss of political power.” (Rahman, 2008)
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This socio-cultural context to language and religious identities in India makes the
methodology adopted to understand discrimination along communal lines in the
governments treatment of the newspapers a reasonable point of departure.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Bias

A set of 6380 newspapers is categorised into four types based on the change in
their advertisement spend share for three years before 2013 and three years after
2013. Table 4.4 summarises the results. The current government increased the
advertisment by more than 50 percent for 896 newspapers. At the same time 2664
newspapers saw a cut by more than 50 percent in their advertisment spend share.
The newspapers in the High Positive category are deemed to be pro-government
and those in the High Negative category are deemed to be non-supportive of the
government, as per the bias indicator discussed above.
For instance, Janmabhumi, a Malayalam Daily saw a 413 percent and 1194 percent
increase in share of advertising spending for its Kottayam and Thiruvananthapuram edition. The newspaper is known to be pro-RSS and BJP. Similarly, the RSS
mouthpiece Organiser saw a jump of 214 percent in its share of advertsing spend.
Table 4.4: Newspapers as per Bias

Bias Category
High Positive
High Negative
Low Positive
Low Negative
Total

Number of Newspapers
896
2664
881
1939
6380

Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of newspapers over different bias categories.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of Bias

4.3.2

Fluctuation

The year on year fluctuation in the advertising spend share for each newspaper is
calculated. There are 7235 instances when the fluctuation is high (more than 40
percent) and positive between 2008 and 2017 (excluding the year 2013 and 2014
where the fluctuation is attributed to the national election). It is high (more than
40 percent) and negative in 8398 instances. High fluctation cases account for over
45 percent of all instances of change in spend share. Table 4.5 summarises the
results.
Table 4.5: Instances of Fluctutation

Fluctuation Category
High Positive
High Negative
Low Positive
Low Negative
Total

Number of Instances
7235
8398
5847
12232
33712

Percent
21.5
24.9
17.3
36.3
100

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of fluctuation over different categories.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of Fluctuation

4.3.3

Capture

While yearly fluctuation in spend share per newspaper causes instability in newspaper revenues, which may prove to be detrimental to long term investment decisions
at the newspaper, it does not tell us if the fluctuation is an attempt to capture
the newspaper through punishment or reward.
Capture is a two time period phenomenon. There could be four cases when fluctuation is oriented towards capture. These are summarised in the Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Newspaper Capture: Channels and Results

Government Action

Fluctuation Category
Time Period 1 Time Period 2
Sustained Reward
High Positive High Positive
Sustained Punishment High Negative High Negative
Disciplining
High Positive High Negative
Motivation
High Negative High Positive
Total

Number of Instances

Percent

893
1016
1778
1457
5144

2.65
3.01
5.27
4.32
15.25
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of Capture

There are 5144 instances where government has been successful at or has attempted to capture newspapers. Figure ?? shows the distribution of capture instances over different categories.

4.3.4

Communal Bias

Out of total 619 Urdu newspapers, 54 percent are in the High and Negative category followed by Punjabi at 48 percent. Across all languages, on average 42
percent newspapers are in the High Negative category. There is clear evidence of
discrimination against Urdu newspapers.
On the other hand, the High Negative instances of fluctuation for Urdu newspapers
is above average, but it is not the highest.
The data on capture reveals that Urdu has the highest percentage of cases that fall
in the Disciplining and Motivation category i.e. the percent change in newspapers
share of advertising spend goes from highly positive to highly negative or vice versa
in two consecutive years. Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 summarize the bias, fluctuation
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and capture results by languages. Here again, out of all instances of fluctuation,
Urdu newspapers show the maximum instances of capture at 17.7 percent.
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Table 4.7: Language Wise Bias and Fluctuation

A. Bias
Language

No. of Newspapers

Percent
High Positive

High Negative

Urdu

619

9.9

53.8

Punjabi

91

6.6

48.4

Hindi

3877

13.8

45.0

Gujarati

231

10.4

40.7

Marathi

179

18.4

33.0

Telugu

268

17.2

32.8

Oriya

123

14.6

29.3

English

559

19.1

26.7

Tamil

81

8.6

24.7

Malayalam

106

17.9

22.6

All

6380

14.0

41.8

B. Fluctuation
Language

No. of Instances

Percent
High Positive

High Negative

Oriya

694

18.4

27.1

Punjabi

498

20.9

26.9

Gujarati

1309

20.7

26.9

Urdu

3013

25.3

26.1

Hindi

20960

20.5

25.6

Telugu

1295

23.6

25.1

Marathi

968

22.1

23.2

Tamil

428

20.1

20.1

English

2775

24.3

19.9

Malayalam

506

23.7

18.4

All

33712

21.5

24.9
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Table 4.8: Language Wise Capture

Capture
Language

Instances

Percent
Sust. Reward

Sust. Punish

Discipline

Motivation

Total

Urdu

2394

3.0

3.3

6.9

4.5

17.7

Gujarati

1035

2.7

3.9

4.3

5.2

16.1

Punjabi

449

2.2

3.1

5.6

4.7

15.6

Hindi

17795

2.1

3.2

5.2

4.8

15.3

Telugu

1025

3.0

3.1

5.6

3.5

15.2

English

2244

4.7

2.5

4.1

3.3

14.7

Oriya

582

1.9

4.3

4.5

3.8

14.4

Malayalam

480

4.4

1.7

3.8

4.6

14.4

Tamil

347

2.6

2.3

4.3

3.7

13.0

Marathi

802

1.9

3.4

3.5

4.1

12.8

All

28229

2.5

3.2

5.1

4.5

15.3

4.3.5

Tests

It is important to note that the data represents advertising spend by the Central
government. State governments have their own media advertising policy. To
ensure that the PPE variable hinged on the pre-post General Election advertsing
spend is a robust indicator of bias, the annual spend share for each newspaper is
regressed with a dummy for national election and state elections. In the year before
national elections the fluctuation in advertising spend increases by 92 percent.
The results are highly significant. The same is not true for state elections. The
fluctuation in advertising spend share from the Central government advertising
spend in the year before the state election is not significant.
The findings point in the same direction for all four models i.e. when state population, state GDP and state literacy rate are included. Therefore, it can be
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argued that the choice of the year 2013 as a reference point to study how different
governments try to capture the media is valid.
Table 4.9: Regression of fluctuation in spend share for each newspaper and
elections

Model A
92.35∗∗∗
(23.33)

Model B
133.1∗∗∗
(27.16)

Model C
263.8∗∗∗
(41.39)

Model D
376.4∗∗∗
(52.01)

state election=1

3.227
(6.410)

5.049
(6.510)

10.86
(8.761)

13.82
(8.833)

nat election=1 × state election=1

26.09
(19.54)

13.56
(20.70)

9.540
(22.70)

7.807
(22.69)

-6.41e-08∗
(3.09e-08)

-8.56e-08
(5.56e-08)

-0.000000113∗
(5.62e-08)

0.00000476
(0.0000129)

0.00000963
(0.0000130)

nat election=1

state pop

state gdp

-0.423∗
(0.192)

lit rate

Constant
Observations
Adjusted R2

49.68∗∗∗
(8.215)
46382

55.25∗∗∗
(10.00)
45562

59.29∗∗∗
(17.79)
32676

89.12∗∗∗
(26.52)
32676

Standard errors in parentheses
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

4.4

Conclusion

The first contribution of this work is the creation of a dataset on central government advertising to each newspaper. Second, an indicator for media bias has
been developed based on how much the government spends on advertising in different newspapers. Third, the high fluctuation in advertsing spend share shows
how the government is trying to subvert press freedom by hurting newspaper revenues. Therefore, newspapers that are heavily reliant on government advertising
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find themselves between rock and a hard place, they can either toe the government’s line or struggle for their survival. Fourth, political ownership matters.
Newspapers which are owned by individuals or organisations close to governments
benefit from more government advertising. Fifth, there is an attempt to capture
the Urdu media. This hints at discrimination along communal lines. These findings show that the current policy for allocation of advertisement to newspapers by
the government is far from being impartial, instead it is being used to scuttle free
press in India.

Appendix A
Newspaper Trends in India

Figure A.1: Number of Dailies (2003-2015)
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Figure A.2: Circulation of Dailies (2003-2015)
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Figure A.3: Number of Dailies and Periodicals by Location

Figure A.4: Circulation of Dailies and Periodicals by Location
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Table B.1: Political Affiliation of Newspaper
Data Source: Ninan (2018), Ghatak and Thakurta (2012), BiharTimes (2014)

S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Newspaper Name
Ganashakti
Langol
Swadhinata
Kalantar
People’s Democracy
Lok Lehar
The Marxist
Abshar
Janashakti
Jeevan Marg
Samyabadi
Chitan
Lok Samvad
Lok Jatan
Lok Janvad
India News Network
LeftWord Books
National Book Agency
Chinta Publications
Prajashakti Book House
Deshabhimani
Saamna
Organiser
National Herald
Qaumi Awaz Indian
The Pioneer
Namaskar
Sakshi
Andhra Bhoomi
Deccan Chronicle
Asian Age
Financial Chronicle
Lokmat
Dinakaran
Kannada Kasturi
Kannada Prabha
Sambad Pratidin
Aaj Samar
Dharitiri
Orissa Post
Prajatantra
Samaya
Saptahika Samaya
Sambad Daily
Eastern Mirror
Ajir Dainik Batori
Janasadharan
Sangbad Pratidin
Navjivan
Nai Duniya
Prabhat Khabar
DNA

Political Affiliation
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
Shiv Sena
Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Indian National Congress
National Congress
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
YSRCP
T. Subbirami Reddy, MP, Congress
T. Subbirami Reddy, MP, Congress
T. Subbirami Reddy, MP, Congress
T. Subbirami Reddy, MP, Congress
Vijay Darda, MP, Congress
Kalanithi Maran, DMK
Anita Kumaraswamy, JDS
Rajeev Chandrashekhar, BJP
TMC
Congress
Tathagat Satpati, MP, BJD
Tathagat Satpati, MP, BJD
Bhatruhari Mahatab, MP, BJD
Ranjib Biswal, MP, Congress
Ranjib Biswal, MP, Congress
Soumya Ranjan Patnaik
Neiphiu Rio, CM, Nagaland
Anjan Dutta
Rockybul Hussain
Swapan Sadhan Bose, MP, TMC
Indian National Congress
Shahid Siddiqui, MP, Samajwadi Party
Harivansh, MP, JDU
Subhash Chandra, MP, BJP
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